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SUMMARY
Essentially methods of research are same as in modern sciences, but are more complete in
context of Vedas. However, most research in modern era as by British rulers whose only aim was
to destroy Vedic cultures as declared in all books and Boden Chair in Oxford in 1831. Thus, they
try to find contradictions and fallacy instead of general rule of harmony. In science, research
starts with a hypothesis which generalizes our experience and tests it by experiment and form a
mathematical model. In case of error, we correct the model and again test it by experiments. In
Vedic ‘research’ reverse model is followed. Firstly, all texts of Vedas, Purāṇ as and other
related texts of science are assumed to be false and without reading details, their interpretations
start to suit a particular conclusion that these are false or foolish and imported by invading
Aryans. Indian method also seeks harmony at much higher level. Then it is combination of Vidyā
and Avidyā. Avidyā is classification in 5 stages. Then, the knowledge is united with harmony
called Vidyā. Avidyā is generally thought lack of knowledge, but it is Aaparā-vidya (= collection
of separate classes). These are also called Jñāna and Vijñāna (science). There are different
schemes of classification in Brahma-sūtra, Bhāgavata, Vedas, Upaniṣ ad etc described here.

(3) Persecution of Indian authors
Indian institute of Historical research was started only to start a criminal case against Indian
History written by Sundarlal. The case continued from 1920 to 1982 till death of author, but none
of the Marxist authors in British tradition could find any fault in his book. However, any
comment on baseless works of these authors starts furor on intellectual freedom.
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(2) Destruction by false translations
It was declared purpose of Boden Chair set up at Oxford in 1831 to uproot the Vedic culture so
that Christianity and British rule can control India permanently. This has been clearly indicated
purpose of all authors Muir, Macdonnel, Weber, Roth, Maxmuller etc in preface of their books.
Prior to that, Oriental Institutes at Kolkata and at Pune had the same purpose. William Jones and
Pargiter deliberately obliterated references to all kings who started any calendar so that India
history can be shown as later copy of Ezyptian and Greek civilizations.
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(1) Destruction of vedic culture by british rule-(1) mass burning of books/universities
Systematic burning of libraries by all invaders starting with Alexander attack on libraries of
world-Alexandria in Ezypt, Takshashila in India. This became intense after Islamic attack on
Sindh in 712 AD. Most libraries of Nalanda, Ujjain etc were completely burnt. During British
period, most manuscripts in private possessions were burnt. A single missionary burnt 6000
books on Ayurveda in Kerala. Many manuscripts were taken away to libraries in Berlin and
Oxford and published with help of Indian scholars but their names were omitted and names of
Weber, Maxmuller etc only was kept.

(4) Destruction of calendar and scientific knowledge
It was openly declared that there was no scientific tradition in India and any reference to that is
opposed and authors are humiliated as backward. Even persons having done highest research in
modern science tend to forget basic minimum knowledge of primary students. E.g. J V Narlikar
and Rastogi write in their history of astronomy that eclipse was calculated by priests in India by
sacrifice of goats. They do not know meaning of priest, scientist, yajña or method of
measurement and calculation. When I asked them to repeat this experiment, they started abusing.
Even in Vedic literature, Śruti was translated to mean that there was no script in that era. Without
script or language, there cannot be 288 varieties of sounds in vedic texts, nor there can be
measurement of 7 lokas in space.
(5) Contradiction between texts
Indian method of learning is continuity and harmony of different branches of learning. It is
subject oriented, men are only incidental. This can be called Aditi = continuous space, creation,
people etc (Ṛ gveda 1/189/10). Opposite is Diti = to cut. This is Asura tradition in which each
Prophet declares all others sects as false and discards all earlier prophets. Deva tradition supports
each other’s yajña-

In that tradition Britishers opposed every Indian text or interpreted in derogatory manner after
false show of praise. Those who fought were also trapped in same game. For 200 years people
were busy only in proving that there was a script in Vedic period and forgot many varieties of
varṇ a, akṣ ara, śabda, pada, vākya (letter, syllables, words, clause. Sentence). Then there was
dispute between Vedic and non Vedic Jain-Bauddha, Veda-purāṇ a, and finally between MantraBrāhmaṇ a parts of Veda itself. This has completely destroyed the knowledge.

Science is a systematic and logical approach to discovering how things in the universe work. It is
also the body of knowledge accumulated through the discoveries about all the things in the
universe.
The scientific method has four steps
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2. MODERN MEANING OF SCIENCE AND METHODS
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(6) Destruction of chronology:
Calendar making kings and calendars are denied and frequent attempts are being made by semiliterates to correct Indian calendar. In whole world history such illiterates were nowhere born
who could not start their calendar. So called Rashtriya Shaka Samvat is neither of the three-not
used by anybody in country, neither Shaka nor samvat. Members of National Committee on
Calendar Reforms in 1957 didn’t know meaning of two types of calendars-Shaka & Samvat.
This should be based on texts of astronomy, but even dates of astronomers like Varāhamihira are
calculated in Śālivāhana shaka which started 89 years after his death.

1. Observation and description of a phenomenon or group of phenomena.
2. Formulation of a hypothesis to explain the phenomena. In physics, the hypothesis often takes
the form of a causal mechanism or a mathematical relation.
3. Use of the hypothesis to predict the existence of other phenomena, or to predict quantitatively
the results of new observations.
4. Performance of experimental tests of the predictions by several independent experimenters
and properly performed experiments.
3. STRUCTURE OF KNOWLEDGE IN VEDAS-(1) COMBINATION OF VIDYĀAVIDYĀ
This is also called Jñān-vijñāna. Vidyā is unification or interlink of knowledge. Avidyā (AparāVidyā = other forms) is classification at different levels. This is also definition of science as
classified knowledge. Some quotes are(
/ )
=I (Bhagavān) am telling you (Arjuna) complete Jñāna with Vijñāna after knowing which
nothing remains to be known.
(
/ ) = I am telling
you most basic Jñāna with Vijñāna by knowing which you will be free of all adversity.
(

/ / )

= Intellect in Mokṣ a (unification) is Jñāna, Technology is Vijñāna.
-

-

(

/ )
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= Brahmā was first among Devas and founder of world order who taught Brahma-vidyā as
foundation of all knowledge to his eldest son Atharvā (1). This was passed on by Atharvā to
Angi, then to Bharadvāja Satyavahā and then to Angirā (2). Śaunaka in his Mahā-śālā (Supreme
institute) formally asked Angirā-What is to be learnt after which all this becomes Vijñāna? (3)
He (Angirā) told-Knowers of Brahma tell two types of Vidyā (learning)-Parā and Aparā. (4)
There, Aparā branches into Ṛ k, Yaju, Sāma, Atharva Vedas and Śikṣ ā, Kalpa, Vyākaraṇ a,
Nirukta, Chhanda, Jyotiṣ a. From Parā, Akṣ ara (unity) is realized.
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-

(

-

,

/

-

,

/ -

)

= Those who learn Avidya only, go into dark (unaware of other branches). Persons learning
Vidyā only, remain in greater darkness as they don’t know any branch (9). Some tell; it is by
Vidyā, some say by Avidyā-thus we have heard from Dhīra who have delved into this (10). We
need both together; by Avidya, we cross Mṛ tyu (remain alive), by Vidyā, we realize Amṛ ta
(eternal). (11).
(2) Dhī-Yoga-Dhi = intellect, which holds and retains learning.
/ )-Dhīṅ = being foundation, to hold. Yoga = joining. Dhi = joining world with mind,
understanding. This is third part of Gāyatrī mantra, called foundation of Vedas(
) = Yat (Brahma,
), = our,
= in-spires.
= outward pressure,
= inner effect.
Explained in Ṛ gveda(
/ / )
= Without meditation in Great Being (Brahmaṇ aspati) yajña of learned also is not fulfilled.
Brahma inspires intellect (Dhī) by link with him. Here, Yajña is of two types-Jñāna yajña =
Continuation of knowledge by chain of Guru-disciple, Svādhyāya Yajña = self study.
(

)

(

)-

, /

)

Vipaśchit = Person able to see Vikalpa = alternative, learned.
(

= A-vipaśchit i.e. person able to see alternate thought (fool) give discourse in flowery language
(big words without real meaning). Engaged in single Vāda (sect) of Veda, they tell that there is
nothing else (na-anyat-asti). Persons telling this are Nāstika (anti to Vedas)
4. Types of Classification- (1) Major types-Bhāgavata purāṇ a tells-

/

-

)

= Classification in 9, 11, 5, 3 parts is Vijñāna, seeing their unity from one root source is Jñāna. (9
Dravya in Nyāya-Vaiśeṣ ika, 11 higher elements in Pratyabhijñā darśana, 5 skandha in Bauddha
philosophy or Pañchāstikāya in Jain view, 3 Guṇ as in Sānkhya).
Root Atharva veda, opening line tells 3x7 classification of world,
(
/ )
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(

= These 3 sevens cover the world and take all forms. Vāchaspati (lord of Vāk = field of sun or of
galaxy) may place their balas (energy) in me.
This is by puruṣ a (male aspect, creator)(
,
/ )
= Devas tied the great Puruṣ a as paśu in extending the yajña with 7 paridhi (circumference) and
3x7 samidhā (fuel).
Kṛ ṣ ṇ a is worshipped as embodiment of Trisatya (triple truth) and 7 other satyas-

(

,

/ /

)

(2) Unity of Knowledge-This is called Parā-vidyā (Vidyā) or Jñāna as described above.

By seeing unity, one is not confused. First we see different persons and objects, later realization
(anu = later, Paśyati = sees) is of unity.
-

(

)

World and its description in words-both are from unique abstract source. Creator of both (Worldword) is called Kavi (who presents infinite into small parts-Kavala). Sa = That (creator). Source
is-Bright (all pervading), without body (akāya, boundless), without defects (Avraṇ a), without
links (Asnāvira), not mixed (śuddha), not partitioned (A-pāpa-viddha). Self born Creator
fathomed it (Paryagāt), thought (Manīṣ ī) transformed source into visible world-word by
boundary (Paribhū-surrounding thought by approximate words).
Based on unity, knowledge is of 3 types in Gītā-Sātvika sees unclassified among different
objects. Rājasika sees all objects separately. Tāmasika is fixed with one view only and knows
very little about that too.
( / )
(
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(3) Aspects of Unity-Rules of science are same for whole universe.
Meaning of words/signs in any language are same for all persons.
All branches of knowledge are interlinked.
All objects are interlinked in some way.
All men have similar anatomy physiology, dependant on each other.
God is same for all-no meaning of conversion.

/

)

Page

(

/

Correspondence between theory and practical.
Knowledge is by assimilation of different branches and texts as shown in first 4 sūtras of Brahma
sūtra- ( )
,( )
,( )
,( )
(4) Duality-Duality in Vedānta does not mean 2 Gods. Creator is one, but it is necessary to treat
world separately to understand it. Link between source in space and created world on earth is not
knowable by methods of science. So, Jain texts have double sets for each-12 Anga and Upānga
instead of 6 each in Vedas. Vidyā-avidyā is described above. Some famous pairs are listed
below(a) Puruṣ a-Prakṛ ti-Puruṣ a is Chetanā (who can do Chiti = design), Prakṛ ti is material
source of creation (Mātṛ = mother, matter).
(b) Agni-soma-Agni is concentrated form of matter/energy. Generally concentrated heat (fire) is
called Agni. Since blocks of matter were first to be created, it was called Agri (first) which
became Agni,
(
/ / / , / / / ) Spread matter/energy is Soma( )
(
/ / / , / / /
/ / / )
(c) Deva-Devī (Male-female)-Deva is Puruṣ a which is limited within a Pura (structure,
boundary). Devī is Śrī spread into space like Soma.
(d) Vṛ ṣ ā-Yoṣ ā-Vṛ ṣ ā does Varṣ ā (rains) i.e. radiates matter/energy particles. Yoṣ ā is field
or spread of space which receives radiation.(
/ / / )
(
/ / ,
/ / / )
(
)
(
/ ,
/ / / )
(
/ / / ),
(
/ / ),
(
/ / / )

(5) Triples-Gītā has defined many triples. (a) 3 Guṇ as- All creation is by 3 types of Guṇ a of
Prakṛ ti which pervade whole world. Being blind by pride we think self as doer.
( / )
( /
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(e) Sañchara-Pratisañchara-These are terms of Sānkhya indicating two opposite processes of
change or creation (motion-reverse motion). These have been called Sambhūti (creation),
Asambhūti (destruction) in Īśāvāsyopaniṣ ad. As there are two (dvi) Niyati (destiny, end result),
world is called Dvi-niyati = Duniyā.
(
)
-

All Vedas are classification of 3 Guṇ as, we have to merge them for knowledge( / )
(b) 3 triples of Karma-First Karma is to be defined. Brahma is whole Universe. Karma is
motion-inner invisible motion is kṛ ṣ ṇ a, outer visible is śukla. When applied force is unable to
move an object. It is Akarma. Useful product by action in cycle is called Yajña. As per different
Guṇ a, 3 types are-Sattva is Jñāna (knowledge), Rajas is Kartā (Doer) and Tamas is Karma
(Action). Three aspects (Samgraha) of Karma are-Karaṇ a (Instrument, means), Karma (Action),
Karttā (Doer). By perception (Chodanā) it is of 3 types-Jñāna (Knowledge), Jñeya (Knowable),
Parijñātā (round about, approximate knowledge). This is similar to concepts of General Theory
of relativity. Out of total knowledge content of world, only limited part is knowable. Knowable
universe is Tapah Loka (Visible Universe) from which light can reach us theoretically. Within
that also, perception is limited by limits of our sense organs or even instruments. Finally, the
perception depends upon observer-his place, traits and ability. Process of observation changes
the object slightly and even the observer changes with time. Due to all limitations, knowledge is
approximate only.
( / )
(

/

)

(c) 3 Proofs-Pratyakṣ a (apparent, as seen), Anumāna (reasoning), Āgama or Śabda (compiled
knowledge in books, Veda). Nyāya philosophy counts Upamāna (comparison) which is part of
Anumāna (logic) only. All the evidence by observation and logic is to be assimilated by Veda
which is its Vedatā (universality).
(
/ / )
(

/ / )
(

-

)

)

For these 4 types, there are 4 aspects of Kāla (Time) whose definitions can be summarized as
perception of change. (a) Time of Kṣ ara aspect is Nitya-kāla which always decays the beings.
Since old state never comes back once it is gone, Nitya-kālais also called Death (Mṛ tyu). (b)
Janya (creative)-this is measured by cycles of Yajña. Natural cycles are day-night, month, year.
In general, all creation cycles are called Day-night (Ahah-rātri) or Darśa-pūrṇ amāsa (new-full
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(6) 4 fold-All beings are classified as 4 types of Puruṣ a-(a) Kṣ ara decays continually with time.
(b) Akṣ ara- is functional identity which is hidden (Kūṭ astha) and remains permanent despite
continuous change and decay. (c) Avyaya-Despite changes, total system remains the same. Loss
at one place is gain for other part. This is explained by 5 laws of conservation in Physics. (d)
Parātpara-As ultimate source, there is no distinction. So, it cannot be described.
,

moon). (c) Akṣ aya kāla indicates state of system or world, e.g. the expression-Times are not
good. (d) Parātpara-Very small, very large are beyond perception.
( / )
( / )
-

(
( /

/

)

)-

(
/

)

There are 4 steps of perception and 4 vedas with 4 meanings of verb-Vid. First, there should be a
form, then some information of that should come from that by motion, then perception by mind,
then understanding with help of earlier learning.
Veda Nature Meaning of Vid Dhātupāṭ ha
Ṛk
Form
To exist
( / )
Yajur Motion
To gain
( /
)
Sāma Field
To know
( / )
Atharva Foundation To Understand
( /
)
( / )
,
,

(

/

/ / )

(7) 5 steps of science-These are 5 steps of Avidyā which is generally taken as lack of
knowledge. That too is correct as there are many errors and limits of perception. As Aparā Vidyā
or Vijñāna also, these are 5 steps of any science, which is more systematic than any modern
analysis. 5 sources of knowledge are indicated in Tattva-samāsa of Sānkhya-( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
is

action (Vṛ tti) of Buddhi (intellect) defined in Yoga-sūtra (1/2)5 traits of Buddhi can be Kliṣ ṭ a (sorrow) or Akliṣ ṭ a( / )
( / )

(a) Pramāṇ a is 3 types-Pratyakṣ a (observation), Anumāna (Inference), Āgama (Veda)( / )
(b) Viparyaya is assumption based on error( / )
(c) Vikalpa is words without meaning( / )
(d) Nidrā (sleep) is absence of thought and knowledge( / )
(e) Smṛ ti (memory) is recalling earlier experience( / )
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These are of 5 types-
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Abhibuddhi

These are by 5 Dṛ g-yoni = sense organs. Knowledge reaches them by 5 motions (Vāyu). This is
put to use by 5 organs of work (Karmātmā)
Kleṣ a (sorrow) are 5 steps of Avidyā (lack of knowledge)-Avidyā, Asmitā (pride), Rāga
(attachment), Dveṣ a (repulsion), Abhiniveṣ a (fixation with single thought)( / )
For Avidyā as steps of classified knowledge (science), these meanAvidyā = classification, Asmitā = Identity of each class
Rāga = Similarity within class, Dveṣ a = Difference with other class
Abhiniveśa = Arriving at a rule.
(8) 6 Darśana-There are 6 ways of looking at whole picture called Darśana (seeing).
Corresponding to that, there are 6 Darśa-vāk (visible sound, script). These arise from 10
dimensions of perception called 10 Mahāvidyā. Out of these, first 5 describe mechanical
universe described by Physics. Thus, 5 basic units of measurement (5 Mā Chhandas) are needed
in Physics. Mechanical dimensions are-Rekhā = Line (motion of Vindu of 0 dimension),
Pṛ ṣ ṭ ha (surface, by motion of line), Stoma (volume, space), Dravya (matter, curvature of
space-time in Relativity), Kāla (Nitya). Next 5 dimensions are stages of Chetanā (which can do
chiti = arrangement). Puruṣ a = Formation of individual Pura (body or structure), Ṛ ṣ i (Rassi in
Hindi = string, link between bodies), Nāga or Vṛ tra (within curved boundary), Randhra (defect,
causing new creation), Ānanda (Rasa = homogeneous source of world). Number of elements in
each dimension or letters in script is given in Ṛ gveda(

/
/

/

,

/

/

,

/ /

,

/ / /

,

/ / ,

)

= Ultimate source of world is Gaurī. This is 3 steps of thought in mind also. By its action, it
splits the uniform Salila (water) in 1, 2, 4, 8, 9 parts and has 1000 letters in ultimate sky.
Elements in Darśana or number of letters in scripts are(a) Sānkhya-(1 + 4)2 = 25 letters in Roman script. X is extra.
(b) Śaiva (2 + 4)2 = 36 letters in Tamil, Arabic, Latin, Russian, Gurumukhi (35 + ).
(c) Marut (1+2+4)2 = 49 letters in Devanāgarī.
(d) Kalā = 82 letters in Brāhmī script.
(e) Vijñāna-Vāk of Vedas= (8+9)2 = 289. Vowels = 36x3, Consonants = 36x5, .
(f) Thousand letters (103-104) in China beyond Tibet (Triviṣ ṭ ap = space).

/ / /

,

/ )
/

)

7 Samsthā (system) are parallel to 7 lokas in space, on earth or within human body. Worlds of
space, earth, human body are called ādhidaivika, ādhibhautika, ādhyātmika.
(
)
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(9) 7 Samsthā-Three sevens are indicated in first verse of Veda (Atharva).
(

(

,

)

Within ādhibhautika (on earth) there can be 5 divisions, making 7 samsthā-(a) script, (b) subject
of science, (c) geographical, (d) historical, Nipāta = current usage, (e) arbitrary names, new
terms, (f) internal world, (g) cosmic system.
Examples-(a) 7 elements of state make complete political theory. Modern capitalist and Marxist
theories admit only 4-Land, Population, Government, Sovereignty. Indian theories count all 7
hence they are complete-(1) Janapada-land, (2) Mitra or Suhṛ d-friendly population, (3) AmātyaGovernment, (4) Svāmī-King, here sovereignty is of 8 types, not absolute. (5) Durga-Natural
protection and army, (6) Kośa-surplus revenue, (7) Daṇ ḍ a –legal system (Purohita = moral
justification, constitution).
(
/ )

(

)

( / / )-

(

/
/

,
/

/ )
,

/

)

5. Science of Veda-(1) Triple worlds- (a) Link of worlds-Vedas are true simultaneously in 3
world systems image of each other-(a) Cosmic = ādhidaivika, (b) Physical on earth =
ādhibhautika, (c) Within human body = ādhyātmika. This unification or link between 3 worlds is
logical, but has not been perceived by experiments of science. Possibly, it is necessary for
independent existence of 3 worlds that they remain separated by Māyā so much that their link
cannot be seen. Thus, Mantras of Veda have at least 3 different sets of meaning for these worlds.
(b) Growth of language-There were different systems of scripts in times of different institutes
called Mahāśālā of Śaunaka etc. in Vedas, Samiti in Charaka-samhitā, Sangama in Tamil
literature. They are not one time meetings as these lasted for many thousand years. These appear
to be common in Sanskrit and Tamil tradition as most of scholars were same in same periods. In
Vedic tradition, many periods are indicated-Sādhya, Brahmā, Indra, Bharadvāja, Ṛ ṣ abhadeva,
Śaunaka. Possibly, each time shape of letters was revised though the basic structure of script
remained the same. Brāhmī script is main used for Vedas with extension of symbols for scientific
use. It has 63 or 64 letters as visible universe (Tapah Loka) is 263.5 times earth diameter which is
called Day-night of Brahmā of 8640 million years. That will be radius of visible universe in light
years. 64 letters are related to combination of 8 types of Prakṛ ti (8x8) which is itself
combination of 3 Guṇ as (23 = 8). Start of language was by giving names to each object by
Brahmā. This is extended in 3 ways, called Vṛ ddhi-Meaning of Physical words was extended to
cosmic and inner worlds. Special definitions for words in each science was introduced. Names
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(b) Āyurveda-3 Prakṛ ti (doṣ a) and 7 Dhātu(

Page

,

/

were of discrete nature (countable is Gaṇ eśa, Pratyakṣ a Brahma), abstract knowledge is
Sarasvatī (with Rasa = abstract feeling) and combination is Subrahma (joining of discrete points
like dot-matrix printer).
(
/ )
(
/ / / ,
/ )
Place of creation was called Draviḍ a (as world also was created of Ap = Water, Drava), growth
place was called Karnataka as Veda is śruti (received by sense organs like ear = Karṇ a). Region
of spread (Mahar) was Maharashtra as stated in Bhāgavata-māhātmya-

(

,

,

-
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(3) Measurements-There are different units of length and time. Modern Physics uses 8 units of
length. Vedic text uses only 7 types of Yojana and 7 Yugas, parallel to 7 lokas. Difficulty arises
when we assume all units as same.
,
–
.
, Yujir verb = to add, This forms yuga and yojana-both unite in 7
ways. Similarly, Astronomy texts Sūrya-siddhānta tells about 9 time units which are related to 9
Sargas (creation cycles) of universe in Purāṇ as. Intermediate product is mixture called Varāha
(boar, animal of land and water), Megha (cloud)-9 clouds of Bible. Survey of earth and measures
of space are universal, so the methods and units are same, though they were preserved in India
only. For that, we have to unite Veda (including Brāhmaṇ a parts), Purāṇ a, astronomy of Vedic
and Jain tradition both. Jain astronomy talks about Ātmā Yojana. Yajurveda tells that Sun is
Ātmā of world
(
/ ). So, diameter of sun is Yojana in context of
solar system. Īṣ ā-daṇ ḍ a of Solar system is stated 18000 Yojana circumference i.e. 3000 yojana
radius.
(
/ / ). This is defined as energy in motion, called solar wind in context of solar system(
/ ). Jain astronomy tells Pramāṇ a yojana = 500 Ātmā yojana.
Yajurveda tells Pramā is Antarikṣ a (Intermediate loka). Thus, measure of Maharloka as 1 crore
yojana is in units of 500 sundiameters. It looks smaller that Ratha (body) of solar system as 157
lakh yojanas in Purāṇ a (Viṣ ṇ u 2/8/3).
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(2) Definitions-After meaning, there are 2 mores steps in study of science-Definition and
Measurement. Definition is found in 2 ways-(a) Defining sentences-There are many short
sentences in Gītā, Upaniṣ ads and vedic texts which give single or more definitions. If we
remove the key word, remaining words are definition (ākhyāta). Examples-(1)
(
/ ). What is Mana (mind)-It is place of Samkalpa (thoughts). What is
Samkalpa-Action of mind. What is Śiva-which results in Samkalpa causing action. (2)
(
/ )-What is YajñaWork giving useful product. What is useful-which helps to continue the system and people.
(b) Common meaning-We compile uses of a word in many context and find common meaning.
‘Go’ word is used with many meanings-radiation, organs, cow, earth. 3 common elements define
‘Go’-motion or action, produce, place of production.
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Original quotes have been indicated with source. About modern scientific research, 3 books
indicated below give analysis. Sanskrit books quoted above can be found from sources given
belowi. Wilson, E. Bright. An Introduction to Scientific Research (McGraw-Hill, 1952).

